
Frame collection



Welcome in a world where details matter.
Optimized Function,  Space saving, Time saving installation.



Frame Collection
The Frame Collection provides solutions for small spaces. Most products cleverly combine ap-
propriate functions reducing time during installation significantly. With just 2-4 screws each 
accessory is elegantly mounted with a concealed fixing. The removable inlays out of high qual-
ity ABS are easy to maintain, recyclable, colour stabilized and equipped with rubber pushers to 
prevent trembling while being used for example on cruise ships. The products rated highest by 
our core customers built the Frame Collection. It is a future proof platform as the finish of the 
holder or the colour of the inlay can be easily changed to stay on trend.



Optimized Function



A relaxing sanctuary

Storage solution



Integrated functions

Optimized use

Multifunctional



Hospitality



Geesa is specialist in high quality bathroom accessories with an eye for details and thought 
through design. Since more than 130 years we are designing, developing, producing and 
delivering bathroom accessories with passion and commitment. We support architects, 
designers, clients and (end-) users with creating and realising bathroom interiors, in design 
and functionality to the maximum extent possible. 

Our bathroom accessories can be found in the most well-known hotels and biggest cruise 
ships, where our products are being used intensively. There our accessories need to ante up 
against high requirements regarding functionality, design, installation and ease of use. Geesa 
is internationally orientated in the Dutch tradition. This is recognizable in our designs, high 
quality standards and  sober work style. We anticipate with our clients in creating and offering 
solutions and where necessary bespoke products and services.



Universal shelf with 
black inlay
918804-02-06
   

Universal shelf with 
white inlay
918804-02

   

Frame Collection

Cornershelf with black inlay
918803-02-06

Cornershelf with white inlay
918803-02

Shelf with black inlay
918802-02-06

   

Shelf with white inlay
918802-02

   

Shelf with black inlay, 
space saving
918805-02-06
   

Shelf with white inlay,
space saving
918805-02   



Toilet roll holder with 
black shelf
918824-02-06
   

Toilet roll holder with white 
shelf and accessoiries holder
918889-02-06

   

Toilet roll holder with
white shelf
918824-02
   

Toilet roll holder with white 
shelf and accessories holder
918889-02

   

Soap dispenser with black 
shelf and towel hook
918816-02-06

   

Soap dispenser with white 
shelf and towel hook
918816-02

   

Toilet brush holder 
with black inlay
918811-02-06

   

Toilet brush holder
with white inlay
918811-02

   



Towel rail with 
black shelf
918853-02-06-420

   

Towel rail with 
white shelf
918853-02-420

   

Black shelf with towel rail 
and black basket
918854-02-06-630

   

White shelf with towel rail 
and white basket
918854-02-630

   

Shower basket with
black inlay
918801-02-06

Shower basket with
white inlay
918803-02   



High quality bathroom accessories with an eye 
for details and thought through design.




